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“So that’s it.”Mu nodded his head.

As for the Hundred Blossoms Gate Young Valley Master, seeing that Omi didn’t
say anything important, he felt slightly disappointed inside, Omi just said that
meeting at the meeting was just one of the things that had happened to
them.And not the point, the wind lightly ignored the focus, picking up some
insignificant, it seems that the wind lightly is still now as it was, only to her sister.

The Hundred Blossoms Gate Young Valley Master said, “Brother Wind Lightning,
I’ve heard all about what happened at the Jiang Hu Conference, you really made
me admire,.”

“Haha, I wouldn’t dare, it’s also Feng’s honor to be able to see that famous
Youruo girl from Rangzhou City back then today.”

Youruo’s face was somewhat sad, and she smiled, “Nowadays, she’s just an old
woman in her fifties.”

Omi was speechless, if she was an old woman, then the world is full of old women,
this Youruo, although more than fifty, but extremely well maintained, and Qin
Ren age is also similar, appearance is also similar, there is no sign of aging.

The young valley master said, “That day in Lianzhou City, I still have half a cup of
wine with Senior Brother Feng, I don’t know if Senior Brother Feng still
remembers.”

“Oh, how could Wind Lightning forget, it’s really a shame for the girl.”Omi
somewhat evaded this matter.

When Mu heard the conversation between Omi and the Young Valley Master, he
felt increasingly bad, was this really just a one-sided encounter?How did you pull
out the love of half a cup of wine.

Omi sighed, although a little something happened with Youruo, but only a very
short few days, but Omi heart remembered any small details at that time, and
now think about the events of those days in the city of Liangzhou, full of
memories of youth, as well as a guilt for Youruo.At that time, Omi was also very
young and naïve, only 17 years old.Unfortunately, such youthful years, but do not
return, of course, the main thing is, at that time, Omi to Youruo, if it is not a little
touch, it would be a lie, Omi to her, there is also a little touch, otherwise it would
not be more than thirty years, still remember such clear details.



After everyone was relatively speechless for a few dozen seconds, the young
valley master asked, “Brother Feng, I don’t know what you’ve come to my
Hundred Flowers Gate to teach me today.” Remember the URL .kanshu8.net

Omi stroked his head and smiled hehehe, it was indeed a bit hard to do, at any
rate, it was a visitor from his youth.

“Oh, Young Valley Master, why don’t we sit down somewhere else and talk, at
any rate, we are old acquaintances, I’m sure we all have a lot to say.”

Youruo’s nose was sore, as if she was trying to control herself from shedding
tears, she forced a calm smile and said, “Fine, this way Brother Feng, please.”

Omi turned back to Mu Yuyao and said, “Uncle Yuyao, that one, you wait here for
me.”

“What? You’re not going to take me with you.”Mu Yuyao was depressed.

“Oh, you’ve worked hard too, you and Little Black Little Fire, wait for me here.”

The Young Valley Master immediately ordered, “Someone, treat this Senior Mu
properly.”

“Yes.”

Mu looked at the back of Omi and the Young Valley Master walking away
together and snorted, “This bastard, who values lust over friends, I don’t believe
it, they really have only met once.”

“Brother Feng, please sit down.”The young valley master led Omi to a pavilion on
the edge of a cliff, below the cliff was a clear stream, and the breeze was blowing
in the face, and the wind carried the fragrance of various flowers.

Omi stood on the railing and looked out over the opposite mountain, the flowers
everywhere, his mind seemed to rewind to more than thirty years ago, thirty-five
years ago to be exact.

“I am the 81st generation disciple of the Divine Dragon Sect, Wind Lightning.”

“Oh, silly.”

“Hey, girl, why are you laughing.

I’m silly.”

“Just silly.”A young and tender one, though not too old, whose scowl was
intoxicating because her face was so beautiful.

“Thank you so much just now.”



“No need to be polite, it’s a normal thing to pull out a knife to help someone on
the road.”

“Hey, silly, what are you doing in Rangzhou City?”

“Oh, it’s just a walk around the world with Master Shifu, are you a local girl?”

“Don’t bite a girl okay, I have a name.”

“Oh, I haven’t asked for your name yet.”

“Call me Youruo.”

“It can’t be, the one that many people in the inn were talking about when I
arrived in Lianzhou City yesterday, the number one beauty in the world, Youruo,
who can rival Qin Ren?”

The young woman blinked wryly and said, “And do you think I am?Am I
beautiful?”

Omi smiled bashfully and said, “The girl is indeed beautiful.”

“Geez, Brother Wind Lightning, why are you blushing.”

“Ah, I, I’m not, I really am not.”

“Giggle, look, you can’t even speak well, you’re not falling in love with me at first
sight, are you.”

“No, no, no, Miss, don’t misunderstand, how could Wind Lightning dare to
disrespect Miss.”

The young girl stared, “Am I that scary, can you not be so restrained ah, a silly
look, relax lah, are you always like this when you see a pretty girl.”

“I am.”Omi was embarrassed and didn’t know what to say.

“Oh.”In reality, Omi laughed, back then, Omi had an extremely low emotional
quotient, but yet, he was adored by many girls he had seen.

At that moment, the Hundred Flowers Valley Young Valley Master came up,
poured a cup of tea for Omi, and said, “Brother Feng, have some tea.”

“Thank you.”

“Please sit down.”

“Good.”



“Why did Brother Wind just now wander off and laugh lightly.”The Young Valley
Master sat down across from Omi and said.

“It’s nothing, just remembering how I met you at a meeting in Rangzhou City
more than thirty years ago, I felt like it was really full of fun back then.”Omi said.

The Young Valley Master smiled, “Indeed, I was only 16 and you were 17 at the
time, we were young and youthful.It was fortunate that you were there at that
time, so I was saved from being bullied by a bunch of yuppies.”

“Oh, Miss Youruo, why did you disappear later.”

“That year, I studied the zither at Mr. Gong Yue’s house in Lianzhou City, after
which I returned to the Hundred Flowers Valley, my grandfather forbade me to
showmy face, and I seldom went out into the jianghu, and even if I did go out
sometimes, it was mostly disguised travel.”The young valley master said.

“I see, then you should have a flock of children by now.”Omi asked.

“Why do you say that.”There was a hint of sadness on Youruo’s face.

“You’re over fifty, and although your appearance is still so attractive, it’s not like
you haven’t started a family yet.”

“Oh, let’s not talk about that, Brother Wind, I have yet to ask you what you have
to teach us when you come to our Hundred Flowers Valley.”

In fact, Young Valley Master You Ruo had already guessed that by visiting her
grandfather, he wanted to find out if her grandfather, Old Valley Master You Lan,
was dead, and if he was, then the next step would be to take action against
Hundred Flowers Valley.
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Omi smiled, “Truth be told, I am, I just happened to pass by this place and came in
to have a look, I heard that the Hundred Flowers Valley, with its flocks of flowers
and birds, has an extremely beautiful scenery, and after entering the Hundred
Flowers Valley, it really lives up to its name.”

“If Senior Brother Feng finds the scenery here beautiful, you might as well stay
for a few more days, and I can also consult with Senior Brother Feng for martial
arts advice.”

“Haha, my friend is waiting for me, I’d better talk about it later.”

“Fine, then Youruo won’t force it.”

At that moment, a maid was carrying some small dishes and a jug of wine.



Youruo poured half a cup of wine for Omi and said, “This half cup of wine is what
you owed me back then, oh.”

Omi sighed inwardly and said, “Half a cup, how can I pay it back.”Omi drank it all
in one go.

“Brother Feng must have a child now.”

Omi thought for a moment and said, “I’m getting ready to have one.”

“Oh, your wife, Qin Ren, must be very happy.”

“Yes.”Omi nodded his head. One second to remember to read the book

Youruo sipped her wine and smiled, “Remember that paper lily I gave you?”

“There are some things, why be stubborn.”Omi said with a sigh.

“But Youruo feels that what has been engraved in her heart can never be erased
in a lifetime.”

“Now that we are over half a hundred years old, Miss Youruo is living a good life,
and the wind is relieved.Alright, Miss Youruo, Tzu-Chen will leave first.”

Omi immediately stood up.

After Omi took a few steps, Youruo suddenly said loudly, “Brother Wind
Lightning, what I said before has always remained.”

Omi paused for a moment, then without speaking, he flew up.

Omi flew over to Mu Youruo’s side, gave Mu Youruo a wink, and then left with Mu
Youruo and Little Black Little Fire.

As soon as they left the Hundred Flowers Valley, Muyoung asked, “Wind
Lightning, what’s going on?Make it clear to me, I will never believe that you and
that young valley master are only one sided.”

Omi stopped.

Little Fire also pressed, “Yes, Brother Chen, I feel that something must have
happened between you and the Young Valley Master once.”

Omi sighed for a long time before saying, “I don’t know if it counts as a one-sided
encounter, but after that encounter anyway, I haven’t seen you since.When I was
seventeen, I once went out to walk around the rivers and lakes with my master
and aunt, my master and aunt had gone on an errand, leaving me alone at the
Lianzhou City Inn, I was bored and went to a local martial arts place to have a
look, I didn’t expect to run into a group of hooligans who were trying to bully a



young girl, that young girl was Youruo, and then I got to know her.I have been
shopping with her in the city for a long time, we chatted very happy, I sent her
back, she was at that time in the city of Liangzhou the most famous qin master
that study, I myself also know qin people, unconsciously, I was attracted to her,
she is beautiful, wisdom, almost equal to my sister.I, anyway, was with her all
those days, day and night, and a lot more happened in just five days.In the end,
my Master and Sister found me, Youruo saw that I was leaving, very reluctant,
gave me a paper lily, and, in front of my Master and Sister, confessed to
me.However, I refused, I only treated her as a good friend, because in my heart, I
loved my senior sister more.She cried very sadly, and she said that she would
always wait for me, and she would fold a paper lily for me every day.After that I
left the city of Rangju.

It wasn’t until half a year later that I came to Rangzhou City again, but
unfortunately, she had disappeared and disappeared from the scene.”

Little Black was busy saying, “Brother Chen, you were with her day and night for
five days ah.”

“Yes, at that time, my master’s wife went out temporarily, I was bored in
Lianzhou City by myself, I stayed at her house, in a quiet courtyard outside the
city, we were like two siblings, very much like two brothers and sisters, in fact I
did have a bit of a heartbeat at that time, but I still loved my senior sister more,
regardless of whether she was tied with my senior sister as the number one
beauty in Jianghu or not.”

Xiao Hei hehehe smiled, “Brother Chen, honestly, you guys play the piano during
the day, what kind of sports do you do at night.”

Omi paled, “We are very pure friendship, not as dirty as you think, what a
mess.Since that time, never saw her again, and no news from her, I guess it’s
probably considered a one-sided friendship, except this side, it’s five days.”

Muyoung said, “So what are you going to do now?We’re here to find out if you
still want to move the Endless Gate here.”

“Alas, let’s put this plan on hold for now, I don’t know how to face her now, back
then I had so many suitors, to be honest, Youruo was the only one, the only one
that made me fall for her.Even if it was Mu Qianji, who did so much to get close
to me back then, I didn’t like it back then, huh?”Omi remembered Mu Qianji, a
heartache, back then, Mu Qianji also adored Omi, for Omi to sneak into the
Divine Dragon School, but in the end, Omi was still not touched, almost didn’t put
out this witch, back then, the ‘righteous and evil are not two sides of the same
coin’ concept is still very deep, is ten thousand times unable to accept the witch,
not that Mu Qianji is not beautiful enough.

Mu Qiyao ton hummed, “Good reason, why are you mentioning my daughter.”

“Alright, Uncle Free Yao, don’t worry, I’ll meet her one day, let’s go back to the
Endless Gate first.”



“In another month, the Endless Gate will be out of food, we are coming out this
time to settle this matter, what’s the point of going back like this now, not going
back.”

“But I really can’t bear to bully Youruo, she’s now a weak woman who inherited
the position of Valley Master, but I’m going to invade her Hundred Flowers Valley,
how can you make me bear it.”

Mu Yao said, “Everything is negotiable, it’s really not possible, we can
compromise with them, we will only occupy half of their territory, so that
although our territory is small, it’s still enough for the Endless Gate to support,
they have a small territory but it’s still enough to support, besides, we can also
negotiate to protect their Hundred Flowers Valley for generations, it’s not a
win-win situation.”

: “Brother Chen, Senior Free is right, giving up is not the way to go, they Hundred
Blossom Valley can’t defend themselves anymore, if we don’t do anything, we’ll
be invaded by other sects.Besides, that Youruo used to like you, you can still
renew your previous relationship.”

“.”

“It was already well.”

Muyoung said, “Wind Lightning, you said that you would do whatever you had to
for the Endless Gate.”

“Alas, it’s just a matter of time, in that case, let’s return to the Hundred Flowers
Valley, I’ll talk to Youruo, of course, if she firmly refuses, then we can find a way,
but never force it.”

“Fine.”

Omi turned around and reversed back to the Hundred Flowers Valley.

At this moment, in the Hundred Flowers Valley, in a dry, secret cave, Youruo
folded a paper lily flower.This secret cave was densely packed and filled with
paper lilies, and when you counted them down, I’m afraid it was over ten
thousand.
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“Valley Master, it’s bad, the Ancestor of the Liang Shan School is here.”At this
moment, a person outside the secret cave shouted.

The Hundred Flowers Valley’s Valley Master trembled and immediately walked
out of the secret cave.

“What did you say?”



“The Ancestral Master Perfection Ancestor of the Liang Shan School is here,
saying that he wants to meet with the old valley master, You Lan.”An old man
said anxiously outside the secret cave, this old man was at the Ancestral Master
Perfection level.

Just after Omi and Mu Yihao and the others had left, in the other direction, a
Zongshi Grand Perfection strong man entered the Hundred Flowers Valley, it was
the Ancestor of the Liang Shan School.

“Finished, I didn’t expect that the Liang Shan Sect would come to a Zongshi Grand
Perfection.”

“Valley Master, at this moment that person is waiting in the main hall, I just
excused myself and said that I’m going to invite senior You Lan, what should I do
now?”That old man was also anxious.

Just then, a voice rang out in the air, “Do you want me to help?”

Youruo looked up and saw that it was Omi.

“Wind, Brother Wind, why are you back again.”

Omi landed down and stood in front of Youruo, smiling, “It was true that I was
going to leave just now, however, there was something I wanted to discuss with
you, so I fell back again, but I didn’t expect that I just happened to see that you
seemed to be in a hurry, so I didn’t know if I could help.” First URL m.kanshu8.net

You Ruo said, “Brother Feng, at this point, I won’t hide anything from you, in fact,
my grandfather, the old valley master You Lan, died ten years ago.I’m not sure if
I’m going to be able to do that, but I’m not sure if I’m going to be able to do
that.Before today, the neighboring Liang Shan Sect sent people to find out about
my grandfather’s life and death, and I thought that we could still hold out for a
few more years.Who knows, today, the Liang Shan Sect suddenly came with a
Master Ancestor, no longer able to hide it, once the Liang Shan Sect learns that
my grandfather is long gone, there is no longer a Master Ancestor sitting in the
Hundred Flowers Valley, our Hundred Flowers Valley will surely die.”

Omi smiled, “In fact, my purpose of coming to Hundred Blossom Valley is to find
out if Youlan is dead, if not, we plan to invade Hundred Blossom Valley and make
Hundred Blossom Valley the base of the Endless Gate.However, I didn’t expect
that the new head of Hundred Flowers Valley would be you, so I changed my
mind temporarily, only, after all, this matter is so important that it doesn’t allow
anything to happen to my feelings, so we have backtracked and want to discuss it
with you.”

Youruo said, “I already guessed, I didn’t think you would abandon your plans
because of me, I’m touched, thank you.What did you want to discuss with me?”

Mu Free Yao busy said: “You Ruo Valley Master, our Endless Gate is in need of
territory, and your Hundred Flowers Valley is now at a life-and-death juncture,
how about this, your Hundred Flowers Valley cedes half of its territory to us, our



Endless Gate protects your Hundred Flowers Valley for generations, at that time,
we relocate the Endless Gate to the Hundred Flowers Valley, to become your
neighbors, we help each other, what do you think?I don’t think there’s anything
better for you than this.”

Youruo looked at Omi.

Omi said, “If you don’t agree, we won’t push each other.”

“I.”

Mu was busy saying, “Although we won’t push each other, but you will definitely
be annexed by the Liang Shan Sect, and then we will directly ask for it from the
Liang Shan Sect, at that time we can still acquire at least half of the territory,
Miss Youruo, you’d better think about it.”

“I need to discuss this matter with all the assistant elders of the Hundred Flowers
Valley before I can agree to you, but I will seriously consider it.”

“Good.”Omi nodded his head.

Standing next to

The old man who was watching was busy saying, “Now the Ancestor of the Liang
Shan School is still waiting in the main hall, ah.”

Youruo looked at Omi, and Omi said, “You go tell him that Senior Youlan will be
here later.”

“Good.”The old man panicked and went.

Youruo said, “Senior Brother Feng, that person is, after all, a great master, can
you, after all, handle it?”

“Oh, don’t worry, I’m still somewhat capable of Wind Lightning, now that the
people in the rivers and lakes have me paired up with the Bony Old Man, it’s not a
mess, let’s go, we’ll go to the main hall now and meet that Liang Shan School’s
Master Great Perfection.”

“Good.”

Omi was about to head to the grand hall when he suddenly saw the inside of the
secret cave, densely packed and filled with paper lilies.

Omi was stunned and entered the secret cave.

“Brother Feng, you, what are you doing?”



Omi stood in the secret cave, lots and lots of paper lilies, Omi sighed, “Youruo,
did you really fold a paper lily every day all these years?”

“Yes.”

“Alas, what is the matter with you, so to speak, and you are still unmarried?”

“Yes.”

“Why, just because you’ve always liked me?”

“Yes, but I already promised my grandfather ten years ago that if any of the
Assistant Elders of Hundred Blossom Valley stepped into the Great Perfection in
the future, I would have to marry his children and grandchildren, so I don’t know
which day I will no longer be watching over you, but my heart will always remain
at the age of sixteen.”Youruo said.

Omi looked at Youruo, touched her face, and said bitterly, “You’re such a fool.”

“I’m not a fool, I just can’t walk away from that shadow at 16, Brother Wind, I
don’t have the luxury of getting you, I just want to silently guard the true love in
my heart, otherwise I would have gone to find you, but I didn’t.”

At this time, Mu walked in and said, “Wind Lightning, marry it, even I can’t bear it
anymore, if there was a girl who had silently waited for me for more than thirty
years, I would have married her regardless.I say you are also really
incomprehensible, I feel that you are not very special ah, why when you were
young, so many beautiful women favored you, at first my daughter, I guess she
was similar to this Youruo girl, really suffering.”Mu Qiyao saw that Youruo
silently guarded her feelings with Wind Lightning until now, and couldn’t help
but see the shadow of his daughter Mu Qianji.

Omi was a little uncertain, looking at the entire stone wall filled with paper lilies,
some of which had faded in color.

Youruo said, “Brother Feng, you don’t have to pay attention to me, by now I’m
used to it, besides, ten years ago I promised my grandfather.”

Omi hugged Youruo in his arms, Youruo was startled there.

“Thank you, Youruo, I didn’t think that my short time with you at 17 years old
would have such a big impact on your life, if it wasn’t for me, you would probably
have already found happiness by now.It’s been more than thirty years now, and
you’re not so young, so how can I bear to say no to you?Youruo, be my wife, but
let me explain beforehand, I already have several women, one of them is already
married, and the rest have yet to perform the ceremony, if you are willing, just
say so, if not, I won’t force you, I will help you find the best man.”

“I’m willing.”Uroku cried.



“Oh.”

Mu smiled, “It’s good to have a lover, good, so good.”
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Omi glared at him just as much and said, “Uncle Free, at this moment shouldn’t
you go out and leave us alone.”

“Ah, this is broad daylight, you guys are not too impatient.”

“Get out.”

Mu Yao laughed and ran out of the secret cave, leaving only Omi and Youruo in
the secret cave.

Youruo still seemed unable to believe the facts in front of her.

Omi stroked Youruo’s face, despite being over fifty, it was still as full of youthful
collagen as a young girl in her twenties.

“Brother Wind, I, am I really not dreaming?”Youruo asked.

“No, I’m sorry, Youruo, if I had known of your existence earlier, if I had known
that there was one behind me, the one who had waited for me for decades, I
would have definitely come to you earlier.”

“Brother Wind, are you really willing to marry me?”Uroku cried out.

“Why not, you’re talented and beautiful, what reason do I have to say no.”Omi
said, Youruo was the same age as Qin Rei, and her martial arts realm was also the
late Zongshi, which was definitely a very strong talent, completely as good as Qin
Rei, but in terms of fighting, it was probably not as good as Qin Rei, because Qin
Rei had at least been to the Memory Stone.

“Oooh, Brother Feng.”Youruo cried as she hugged Omi. Remember the
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Omi stroked Youruo’s hair and said, “There’s no need to fold any more lilies from
now on, just live a good life with me.”

“Mmhmm.”

“Let’s go, let’s go to the main hall first and dispatch that who from the Liang Shan
School.”

At this moment, in a certain grand hall, an old man was sitting in the grand hall,
this old man was around 120 years old, it looked like a person from the Liang



Shan Sect who had stepped into the grand completion of the sect in the last few
years.

“Has senior You Lan not come out yet?”

“It’s almost out, Senior will wait.”

“Hmph, I’d like to see if he can really come out.”The old man snorted a disdainful
breath from his nose, as if he was already very certain that You Ruo was already
dead.

At that moment, Omi and Youruo walked out holding hands.

That old man saw Omi and was stunned, of course he knew Omi, who wouldn’t
have seen Omi at the Jiang Hu Conference.

“Wind, Wind Light Cloud, what are you doing here?”The old man asked in shock.

Omi opened Life Blood Hidden and rushed up with a blink.

“Slap.”Omi took a second to slap that old man away.

“Ah.”That old man fell to the ground in a mess, covering his face and looking at
Omi.

This Liang Shan Sect’s Grandmaster was just a few years into the Great Perfection,
and the one ranked at the bottom of the Jiang Hu Conference was no match for
Omi.

Youruo on the other side saw Omi so powerful, and a great master great
perfection, also slapped away, in her heart, not to mention how surprised, and at
the same time felt happy.

Omi said, “Senior You Lan didn’t have time to come out to see you, let me come
out and slap you first.”

The old man from the Liang Shan School was a bit angry, “Feng Xiaoyun, you’re
too much to hit someone as soon as you meet them.”

“Haha, you are not as skilled as others, you deserve to be beaten by me, you can
go back and tell the other great success of your Liang Shan Sect to come and
fight me.”

“Hmph.”

“Are you still not getting out?Do I have to throw you out?”

That grand old man of the Liang Shan School flew away in exasperation.
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p;Omi turned back to Youruo and said, “Youruo, it’s done now.”

“Mm.”Youruo nodded her head.

In the main hall, besides Youruo, there were also a dozen or so Sect Master
Perfection level old men, these old men were all assistant elders of the Hundred
Flowers Valley, and they were now looking at Omi, incomparably shocked.

Omi said, “Fellow Hundred Blossom Valley’s assistant elders, thank you for
taking care of Hundred Blossom Valley and my Youruo all these years.”

“Your Youruo?Senior Wind Lightning, what do you say to that?”An old man said.

“Oh, truth be told, Youruo and I met thirty-five years ago in Rangzhou City, and
we were together day and night for five days, I didn’t think it was love at the time,
but it made Youruo fall in love, so I hurt her, and she was bitter about it for
thirty-five years, if I didn’t know then it was just that, now that I know there is
such a woman bitterly guarding me, besides sheShe is also not young, how can I,
Wind Lightning, let her suffer any longer, so I declare that Youruo is my Wind
Lightning’s woman from today onwards.”

“Oh.”Everyone looked at Youruo.

You Ruo said, “What Brother Feng is saying is the truth, uncles and uncles,
nowadays, our Hundred Blossom Valley is in danger without a Sect Master Great
Perfection sitting here, so I have decided to cede half of our territory to the
Endless Gate, from then on, the Endless Gate and the Hundred Blossom Valley
will become neighbors and will support each other for generations, what do you
think.”

“Ah, Valley Master, how can this be.”An old man was busy saying.

“Valley Master, this is a territory that your ancestors, for generations, have
guarded, how can you cede half of it just because of your relationship with Wind
Lightning.”

“If the old valley master knew, wouldn’t he die in peace.”

Mu Ziyao snorted, “Everyone, you all don’t seem to be aware of the current
situation ah, if our Headmaster didn’t think of Miss Youruo’s sake, he would have
completely replaced the Hundred Flowers Valley without any effort at all, if you
are still so ignorant of yourselves, then you can blame the Endless Gate for being
rude.”

Omi said, “Alright, Uncle Easy, don’t scare them, after all, they’ll all be neighbors
in the future, and for generations to come, Hundred Blossom Valley and Endless
Gate will be brother factions.”



Those old men from Hundred Blossom Valley also stopped talking and sighed.

Omi said to Youruo, “Youruo, then let’s make a covenant now and include the
declaration that the Endless Gate and Hundred Blossom Valley will be allies for
generations to come in our ancestral teachings for future generations to follow.”

Youruo hesitated and did not immediately reply to Omi.

Omi thought that Youruo had not gone back on her word.

Mu Yao said, “Miss Youruo, are you not also going back on your word?Hehe, you
make me not very fond of this.”

Youruo said, “Brother Wind, can we borrow a step to talk, I have something
private to say to you.”

“Good.”

Omi and Youruo came to a secluded place.

“Youruo, if you have something to say to me, you can say it, no one can hear you
here.”

Youruo hesitated and said, “Brother Wind, actually, a covenant is a covenant,
even if it is written in the group training, it won’t be of any use in the future.If
Endless Gate and Hundred Blossom Valley become neighbors, in the future,
Endless Gate will be strong and Hundred Blossom Valley will be weak, and as a
weak Hundred Blossom Valley, it won’t have the status to be on equal footing
with Endless Gate, only two factions with equal strength will be eligible to
become a brother faction and help each other out.”

“Uh, Youruo, what exactly are you trying to say, this is the future, at least now
while I’m still alive, the Endless Gate will support you no matter how weak the
Hundred Blossom Valley is, besides, we don’t know if the Endless Gate is
stronger or the Hundred Blossom Valley is stronger in the future.”

Youruo bit her teeth and said, “Brother Wind, why don’t we just annex the
Hundred Blossom Valley.”
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Omi was shocked, as the owner of the Hundred Flowers Valley, to say such words.

“Youruo, why did you suggest that I annex the Hundred Flowers Valley?If the
people of Hundred Flowers Valley heard such words from you, they would
definitely curse you to death.Your ancestors wouldn’t forgive you either.”

You Ruo said, “Brother Wind, the Hundred Flowers Valley was founded by our
You Clan’s ancestors and has been passed down to this day, with each generation
of valley masters being members of the You Clan.But now, my You clan is dying



out, and I am the only one left.Let’s say that the Hundred Flowers Valley still has
a future, then the one who will also master the Hundred Flowers Valley in the
future is not someone from the You Clan bloodline.Moreover, my grandfather
said before his death that in the future, no matter which Assistant Elder will step
into the Great Perfection, I will marry the most outstanding son or grandson of
his age, and recruit that person as the son-in-law of the You Clan, so that the You
Clan bloodline will be passed on to the next generation.However, now that you
are saying that you want to marry me, even if I give birth to a child, that child will
also be passed down to me and your child, the future Hundred Flowers
Valley.Since that’s the case, why stand another Hundred Flowers Valley, so that
our future children and grandchildren will have another dispute with the Endless
Gate.”

Omi looked at Youruo, seeming to understand her inner thoughts, Omi did not
know that she was the only one left of the You Clan .

“Youruo, did you really decide to merge the Hundred Flowers Valley into the
Endless Gate?”

“I only see what you mean, anyway, I’m the only one left in the Hundred Flowers
Valley You Clan, and there are no offspring left to pass it on.And in the future,
the child I have with you will definitely no longer be surnamed You, and you don’t
want to be a son-in-law, right?”

Omi smiled, “That’s right, I’ll only marry you.”

“In that case, take Hundred Blossom Valley, as my dowry, I still have over 50,000
disciples in Hundred Blossom Valley, you can all merge into the Endless Gate and
become a disciple of the Endless Gate.I think that becoming a disciple of the
Endless Gate is definitely more promising, and it will only be good for the 50,000
disciples of Hundred Blossom Valley, no harm.”

Omi said excitedly, “Thank you, Youruo.”

“No need, I’m willing to give up everything for you.”Youruo said with
emotion.Omi immediately hugged up, holding Youruo’s face and kissing it.

Youruo was acerbic and didn’t know how to respond, Omi smiled and said, “First
kiss, ah!” One second to remember to read the book

Youruo blushed and gushed, “Nonsense.”

“Hahaha, you’ve kept this first kiss for a really long time.”

“Nasty, you make fun of me.”

“How come, let’s go, go back to the main hall and tell this to the few assistant
elders of the Hundred Flowers Valley.”

“Good, what if they object?”



“Oh, a few perfection level old men, what’s the use of objecting, if you’re not
happy, leave the Hundred Flowers Valley.”

“Alas, I wonder if my grandfather will be angry at this decision of mine, and under
the nine springs, will he scold me for being a loser and giving away the
foundation of my ancestors for generations as a dowry.”

“Fool, if it wasn’t for my appearance, your Hundred Flowers Valley would also be
about to be jointly divided up by the Liang Shan School, and even some other
sects, when that time comes, the Hundred Flowers Valley’s fifty thousand
disciples will naturally fall apart.There’s no better outcome than this, your
grandfather is an understanding man, he will understand.Besides, even if the
Hundred Flowers Valley continues its legacy, it will still be passed on to our
future son.”

Youruo blushed and said, “How do you know it will be a son.”

“Hahaha, guess.”

Omi came to the main hall again.

Mu was afraid that Omi had negotiated something with Youruo in private again,
and to the Endless Gate

The unfavorable agreement, busy, “Wind Lightning, the finish is all for the
Endless Gate ah.”

“Of course.”

Those few old men in the Hundred Flowers Valley also looked at You Ruo
anxiously, You Ruo said, “Uncles and uncles, I’m sorry, the Hundred Flowers
Valley was founded by my ancestors of the You Clan, and has been inherited for
more than seven hundred years, but unfortunately, the incomparably large You
Clan back then is now gradually dying out, and by the time of my generation, I am
the only one left.The Hundred Flowers Valley will no longer be able to survive as
it did in the beginning, and even if it barely survives, it will be the Hundred
Flowers Valley under Zhang San in Li Si’s clothing, or even annexed by other
sects.Now, the founding head of the Endless Gate, Wind Lightning, is willing to
marry me, so I am going to take the Hundred Blossom Valley, as a dowry, and
merge it into the Endless Gate.All the disciples of Hundred Blossoms Valley are
subsumed under the Endless Gate and become disciples of the Endless Gate,
thank you uncles and uncles, for your dedication to Hundred Blossoms Valley all
these years.”

“Old Valley Master ah, did you hear that, your own granddaughter, is going to
defeat the ten thousand generation foundation of the You Clan ah, sob.”

Hearing You Ruo’s proclamation, the ten old men howled and cried.

Mu was pleasantly surprised and quietly gave a thumbs up to Omi.



Youruo saw all the assistant elders scolding her as a loser daughter and also cried
out, but she didn’t regret it, because she deeply understood that even if Hundred
Flowers Valley didn’t merge into the Endless Gate today, it wouldn’t survive for
long, even with the help of the Endless Gate and becoming neighbors with the
Endless Gate, then the future inheritor of the position of Valley Master would be
her and Omi’s son, in case a few hundred years later, Hundred Flowers Valley and
the Endless Gate would have a conflict, wouldn’t it be better to end it today.

Muyou pulled Omi aside and laughed, “Wind Lightning, you’re really amazing,
you’ve actually allowed Hundred Blossom Valley to directly merge into the
Endless Gate, wouldn’t that make the Endless Gate, struggle for at least fifty
years less.”

“Oh, I didn’t ask for this, it was You Ruo herself who proposed it.”

Mu Yihao smiled heedlessly, “However, this Youruo really surprised me, it seems
that her infatuation for you is beyond my expectation ah, she actually used her
ancestral foundation as a dowry, tsk tsk, what a loser.”

Omi said, “She has seriously thought about it, she’s the only one left in the You
Ruo clan.”Omi explained You Ruo’s reasoning to Mu Yuyao.

But Mu Ruo scoffed and said, “This is just her reason to deceive herself and
others, if you don’t believe me, let the ancestors of the Hundred Flowers Valley
crawl out of their graves and ask if they care about the inheritance of the
Hundred Flowers Gate, whether it is the bloodline of the You Clan.Besides, You
Ruo’s talent itself is so strong, she’ll have plenty of time to find a successor after
she steps into the Great Perfection in the future.”

Omi felt that what Mu had said made sense, was it really a reason for You Ruo to
deceive herself and others?In fact, it was because she was too infatuated with
Omi, so she wasn’t even thinking from her ancestral foundation’s standpoint
anymore, but she was just infatuated with Omi now, and then her head got hot.

Omi sighed, so it was no wonder the group of old men were crying like that.

However, this was good for the Endless Gate, Omi wasn’t the ancestor of the You
Clan, so of course he wouldn’t try to persuade You Ruo not to be like this.

Omi walked up to You Ruo, hugged her and said, “It’s fine, you’ve done your best,
the You ancestors won’t blame you.”

“Oooh.”Youruo sobbed out in Omi’s arms, in fact, Youruo seemed to be a bit
shaken inside after seeing the reaction of the group of assistant elders, she
reflected on whether or not she was really a bit defeated, whether or not it was
the You Clan bloodline was irrelevant at all, the key was to be able to still survive
with the name of the Hundred Flowers Gate, to be able to use the You Clan’s
ancestors as her ancestors, to be able to continue with the You Clan’s founding
martial arts legacy.But once it was merged into the Endless Gate, the ancestral
foundation would really be lost to nothing.
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